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Figure 1. A sample bug report frame.
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Applications
are defined by filling in forms that describe
how a generic frame should be customized for the specific
usage (e.g., for a query/update
frame, the form and the
mapping between the form and the dattbase).
In addit,ion,
the ADE allow3 francs to be tested while t,hey are being
defined without requiring that the entire application be
compiled and linked.
Two system3 have been implemented that are based
on the idea of “fill-in-the-form”
programming.
The Forms
.App!icnt ion Dcvc!opmcnt Syst.em (FADS) wva9 a prototype
sys:cm implemented at the University of California, Berkeley to test whether this approach to developing IIS’s was
viable [RoSSZ, Sho82]. The prototype
way built as a
front-end to the INGRES relational database management
rystem [St.aX]. FADS provided only one type of frame
(u3er-defined) but it was readily apparent that applications
could be deve!opcd quickly and that they were errsy to
modify. As a result, a lccal company developed a commercial product, ca!led Application-By.,Forms
(i?BF) !RTIMb],
that w,as based on and extended the idem in FADS. ABF
introduced the notion of other higher level frames (e.g.,
query/update,
report, and graph).
This “fill-in-the-form”
approach to developing IIS’s
can be contrasted with other approaches that are based on
extending conventioanl programming languages or report
writer languages. The tist approach extends a conventional progammiug
language with const,ructs to access a
and
do
screen
dat abrrse
I/O
[HoI\84, RoSP3,TAN8G, RTI8Ja].
\Ve call such a language
3 databaaelacreen programming language. This approach
hns several problems. First, programs are much too long
because the programmer is forced to specify too much
detail. As a result, too much time is required t,o develop
an application and the applications are expensive to mainSecond, conventional
tain and extend.
programming
languages do not provide support for high-level tools such
reportwriters
database
browsers
Either these highEat80, H&O, StK82, RTI8::fZloi’5].
level tools must be interfaced to the applicat,ion program
or recoded for each application.
Lastly, a database/screen
language cannot. be used by end-users because tco much
programming expertise is required.
The 3econd approach to developing IIS’s is to extend
a report writer language wit.h screen I/O constructs
Theae
extended
[IBI82, NCS83, Cu183, Cin83, ADR83].
lm~~a~es arc called Fourth Generation Languages (4GL).
Because a 4GL ha3 an integrated report writer language,
they make writing some parts of an application easier.
However, the screen I/O const.ructs are similar to the low-

level I/O
commands
found in the datab33e,/scrcrn
languages. These systems do not provide high-level commands for specifying operation menus, selectir;; the code to
be executed when a user invokes an operation, sprcifying
help screens, or for specifying other elements of a u3er
dialogue. The user-interface must be coded in the lowlevel constructs. Consequent,ly, a programmer must write
a significant amount of code just to define a simple interface. A second problem with 4GL’s is that they are large,
monolithic languages which over time have had more and
more constructs added to them. The facilities found in
high-level tool3 are typically
added to the syrtcm by
constructs
to the language.
adding
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ADE’s
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described here have capabilities
to turn a prototype

tion application.

For example,

s:lztem al!owz the programmer

The name attribute
is a short name for the bug. The
priority,
reported,
and status att.ributes describe the relative importance of the bug, the date on which the bug ~88
reported, and the current stat.us of the bug. The module
attribute
ident.ifies to which system component the bug
belongs (i.e., an indication of what component has a bug in
it). The dearription attribute is a long text description of
the bug provided by the person who submits t,he bug
report. The reaponlre
attribut,e is a long text description
filled in by t,he maintenance programmer after the hug is
fixed to indicate how the problem was resolved.

on

To achieve this

trade-off makes sense unless the application

application

A bug report applicat,ion is uzcd by many people,
including technicrl support personnel, maintenance programmers, and managers, who are responsible for tracking
bugs that arc rrportcd and insuring that they are fixed.
Figure 2 3howz
a directed graph t,hat. prre*ents an overview
of the applica.tion. Each node in the graph is a frame and
an edge between two node8 indicates that an operation in
the frame at which the edge originates calls t,he fr:ime at
which the edge points.

that allow the
into a produc-

as mentioned

above the

to customize a default form

or report.

Or, if the programmer is willing to bind features
it can be compiled to run more
of the application,
elIicicnt,ly (e.g., the forms used in an application can be
compiled into an executable program rather than being
loaded from the database at run-time).
Conaequent!y, if
the programmer is willing to specify more detail or invest
more time compiling the application, he can improve its
reliability, performance, and user-interface.

Figure 3 zhowz the top-level menu frame that iz
displayed when the applicnt.ion is run. If the user selects
the RrowseRugs
operation,
the query/update
frame
shown in figure 1 is called. The user can browse ‘A’ priority bugs entered since 1 November 1984 by filling in the
form as shown in figure 4 and executing the Query operation. Figure 5 shows the Screen after the Erzt qualifying

This paper describes the principles behind a ‘Yill-inapplication
development
environment
and
the-form”
presents examples that show how an application is defined.
The paper is organized as follows. The second section
describes a simple bug report system that will be used to
illustrate thiz style of program development.
Section 3
describes the application
development
environment
and
shows how different types of frames are defined. Section 4
discusses the productivity
improvements
possible with a
“fill-in-the-form”
system. The last section summarizes the
paper.

2. A Sample

FIXED),

1

to lrnrn the entire system.

prototype

with t,he following

given the

definition of a relat.ion, the system will automatically

graph tlrfmition

is stored in one relation

bug report haz been dizplayed. Notice that the same form
is uzed to display the data but that a new operat,ion menu
is supplied that allows the user to modify or delrte the
currently displayed bug report or to move to the previous
or next bug report. After browsing the bug reports of
int,erest, the user can return LO the frame shown in figure 4
by executing the End operation.
Executing the End
operation in this frame returns the user t.o the top-levc!
menu frame.
Figure 6 zhowz the frame for producing a report that
lists hug in a a&cted zyztem module that were reported
during some t,ime period. This frame is called when the
user executes the BugReport
operation in the menu
frame. To generate the rrport, the user Gllz in the report
paramct,ers
and executes the RunReport
opcrat.ion. The

Application

This section describes a sample application.
The
application is a simple bug report system. The data for
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top level menu

(BugSyshlenu)

browse priority

browse bug reports

generate report
on bugs
(BugReport)

(PriorityBugs)

Figure 2. Bug report application

overview.

Bug Report

Bug Report System
Name: ~--

Priority: -__~
A

~-

enter help system

Help

Reported:
BrowseBugs

>, 1 Nov 1934

Status:

browse bug reports
Module: __-_

Help

PriorityBugs

summarize priority bugs

BugReport

run report listing bugs

End

exit application

BrowreBugr

PrlorltyBugr

BugReport

Figure 3. Top level menu.

Description

I-Response

End

Help

Append

Query

End

Figure 4. Query specification to browse bug reports.

Bug Report
Generate Bug Report
Name:.c&r

conu error

Priority:

A

System module:
Reported: ~___17 Jan 1955

Status: EhTERED
Bugs reported between

Module: - scanner
and ~--_Description
A system error is reported when an unprintable

Response

Help

Delete

Modlfy

Next

Prevloum

Help

End

Figure 5. Query/update frame after query is executed.

report would be displn.yed on the user’s terminal or spooled
to a printer depending on how the application we3 defined.
This frame is an example of a report frame.
This section ha3 described a 3imple applicat.ion.
next sect.ion Show3 how this application is defined.

3.
The
Environment

Application

The

Development

Thi3 section describes the application
development
environment and illu3t.rates how frames are defined. Three
frame type3 are discussed: menu, query/update,
and userdefined.
The ADF i3 composed of a collect,ion of frames that
t.he programmer move3 between t.o define the relations,
forms, framr3,.rrports,
and graph3 that make up the appiication. Figure 7 show3
t.he edit application frame as it
would appear after the four frames in the simple bug
report application have been defined.
The field labeled ATame gives the name of the app!ication and is filled in by the programmer when the application is created. The Creator field identifies who created

RunReport

End

Figure 6. A report frame.

the application.
This field is automatically
filled in by the
3ystcm when the applicat.ion i3 created. The Crested and
Modified
Eclcl3 3how t.he dat,es when the application ma3
created and when it was last modified. These field3 are
also updated automatically
by the system. As will he Been
below, this information is kept for every object dcfincd in
an appliration
(e.g., frames, forms, rcportu, etc.). The
t.able in the middle of the frame lists the frames that have
been defined for thi3 app!icatisn.
Thy name and type of
each frame is given. A table 3nrh as t,hi3 one i3 called a
table field and is actually a window on a larger dat.a 3ct.
The u3er ha3 command3 that al!ow him t,o 3cro9 forwards
and backwards through the table looking at the vzriou3
entrie3.
The edit application frame ha3 operatious to compiie
thr applirat.ion for production u3e (Bind),
to create and
destroy applications (Crash
and Destroy),
to edit the
drEnit,ion of a frame (Edit),
to invoke an ad hoc query
interface (Ingres). and to run tile application (Run)
In
addit,ion. the frame includes operation3 to enter the help
system (Help) or to exit the current frame (End).
The programmer
can examine the definition of a
frame by selecting the drsirrd frame in the table Geld and

Edit Menu Frame

Edit Application
Name: Bug Report

Creator:

Created:

Modified: 10 Nov 1984

5 Jul 1984

Larry

Name: BugSyaMenu

Creator: Larry

Created:

Modified: 10 Sep 1984

Title:

5 hl 1984

Bug Report System

Frames
Menu Operations
-___

Frame Type

Frame Name

menu

I BugSyaA4enu

0 P-Name

~-

-I&script
ion
._~-~
-

Frame

browae bug reportsPriorityBugs

summarize

buga

priority

run report listing

buga

ezi*application

L

Ielp

Bind

Figure

Create

Destroy

7. Application

Edit

Ingrer

definition

Run

End

frame.

executing the Edit operation.
Suppose the programmer
selected the top-lcvcl menu frame, uamed BugSysMenu,
that was 3hown in figure 3. The definition of this frame is
shown in figure 8. Notice that the object informat,ion (i.e.,
frame name, creator, creation dat.e, and modification date)
is similar to the information displayed in the edit applicat.ion frame. Because a menu frame ha3 a predefined structure and operations are limit.ed to calling other frames, the
programmrr haa to sperify very lit,tle to define the frame.
The prog:rammer 3pecifies the title that will be displayed
across the top of the frame rind, for each operation, he
gives the operation name, the frame t,o call when t,he
operation is execut.cd, and a b&f description of the oprration. In the menu frame being defined, the operation
name3 are listed across t.he bot.tom of the frame and in the
middle of t.hr frame along with the descriptions to show
the user what each operation doe3 (sre figure 3).
The operation3 provided in this frame allow the programmer to call the frame being defined (Call), to edit
another object (Edit), or to invoke the ad hoc query interfare (Ingres).
The programmer can change the definition
of an operation or he can add or delete an opera,tion by
modifying the inform&on
divplayed in the table field that
lists t,he operation3.

..-

__-

Help

Figure

i--.-

Call

-~- l--.

Edlt

8. Definition

p--.----.--_I

Ingree

End

of menu frame.

The structure of a menu frame is fixed by the system.
If t.he programmer doe8 not like this particu!ar structure,
he can define a menu a3 a user-defined frame which allow3
him to specify 1’1, form and to write arbitrary code for the
operations. However, t.he programmer will have to specify
more detail to define it.
Query/update
frames, like the frames shown in
figures 1, 4, and 5, are common interfaces in IIS‘s. To
define a query/update
frame, the programmer must specify
the form through which the data will be displnycd and
entered and the mapping bet,ween the form and the relations in the dat,nbase. Figure 9 shows the definition of the
DrowrcBugs
frame shown above. The form used in the
BrowaeBuga
frame is named BugForm. A form is defined
or modified by invoking the form editor with the FormEdit operation.
The form rdit,or is a “what-you-s~ciswhat-you-get”
editor for forms. The programmer can coutrol the definition and placement of fields and c!pscriptivc
text (e.g., titles, field labels, and other cxplanat)ory test.) in
the form. The form editor also allows the programmer to
specify field display enhancement3 (e.g., inverse video and
blinking), edit check3 on data entered into n field. ant1
other attributes
that control the user interarticn
(r g.,
manadatory fields). If the programmer had not *prciGcrl
a

Edit Query/Update Frame

Query/Update Database hlap
Name:. BrowseBugs

Name: ~Rrou~:?eBu~~
--

Creator: &try

Created:

Modified: 8 Dee 1984

15 Jul 1984

Relations
/ Relation Names

Interface: record

Form: ..-&Form
___~.

/

BUG

__~-

Help

CalI

DBMap

Figure i). Definition

I=4

R&&ions

Edit

FormEdIt

Ingrer

of query/update

End

frame.

foim for the query/update
frame, the system would
automat,ically generate one for the relat,ions identified in
the database mapping.
The !nter/ace field defines the style of interface for
the frame. In this case, a “record” interface is used which
means that only one record in the relation is displayed at a
time. And, the mapping between the form and the database is very simple because the data is taken from only one
relat’ion, the l?UC relation.
The mapping is specified in a different frame t,hat is
called by executing the DZMap
operation. The database
mapping frame is shown in figure 10. In this simple example, the database values do not involve computation and
the relation attribute names and the form field names are
the same. By filling in the m-;pping table field different,ly,
both constraints can be changed. If a more complex map
ping between t.he database and the form is required such as
a join between one or more relations, the programmer can
execute the JoinTerms
operation which calls a frame that
allows him to specify the mapping.
The system supports two other query/update
interA “table”
interface
faces: “table”
and “master/detail.”
a table
field. A
displays
several records through

Help

Call

Dictionar)-

Figure 10. Definition

JoinTerms

of the database/form

End

map

“master/detail”
interface
simultaneously
displays
one
record from one rrlation through a record interface and
several records from a second relation t.hrough a table field.
For example, suppose there was a second relation tha,t
maint,ained information about the modules in the system
with the following definition
hIODULE(

moduie=text(l5),
responsiblc=tex

t( 20)

1
I1 shows a “mast,cr/dct ail” interface where the
MODULE
relation is the master and the B,UG relation is
the detail. The mapping b-tween this form and the database must specify that the relations MODULE
and BUG
are joined on the modu!e attribute and that only the name,
and priority
attributes
in UUC are to be
reported,
In addSor,,
the programmer
must specify
displayed.
whether the “m;L9ter” record should be deIet.ed when the
last “detail” record is deleted.
Figure

The problem of specifying complex mappings such as
this one is equivalent
to t.he view update problem
(Cha75,Day78,St,o75].
ABF solved t.his problem by constraining what mappings can be specified and allowing the
programmer to choose a srmantic interpretat,ion.
An alter-

Outstanding

Module Bug Summary

Responsible:

Module:

I
Module Name

Outstanding

Bugs

Reported

Name

Bug Summary
I
Number Bugs

parser
Priority

Bugs By Module

I

10

query optimizer

1 8
I

accetu methods

I 5

I

unload utility

Help

Figure

Append

11. Example

Query

of a master/detail

End

interface.

native approach would be to extend the database model so
that the correct semantics could be inferred from the database schema.
Query/update
frames have proven to be very useful
building blocks for IIS’s. By providing several choices for
these interfaces, query/update
frames can be used in more
piaces. The alternative
is to force the programmer to
specify the interface as a user-defined frame. If a userdefined frame was used, t.he programmer would have to
specify more detail or provide less function at the interface
(e.g., the user might not be able to query on arbitrary
programming
environment
fields). The “fill-in-the-form”
simplifies the specification of query/update frames and provides the “glue” for integrating them into an application.
The last frame type that will be discussed is a userdefinrd frame. A user-defined frame gives the programmer
complete control over t.he frame. He specifies t.he form
using the form editor and codes t,he operations in a highlevel
programming
langua:;e,
called
the
Operation
Sperifiration Language (0%).
Figure 12 shows an example of a user-deEned frame. It lists the modules in a
software system and a count of the outstanding bugs in
each module. The frame has three operat,ions: Help, BugDetail, and End. The lIelp and End operations are the

Help

Figure

BugDetall

12. Example

End

of a user-defined

frame.

standard ones found in most frames.’ The BugDetail
operation calls another frame that lists the outstanding
bugs in the selected module. Since this frame does not
correspond to any generic frame type supported by the
ADE, it must be deli-ed by the programmer as a userdefined frame.
The definition frame for a user-defined frame is shown
in figure 13. The structure of this frame is similar to the
other frames for defining frames. The object name, crrator, creation date, and modification date are shown at the
t.op. The frame also shows the name cf the form used in
the frame and lists the names of the operations that have
been defined for the frame. The operation list is displayed
through a table field, labeled Op Namea. Below t!lat field
is a text field, labeled Operation Definition, that displays
’ Neither FADS nor ABF made these operations mandator)
in every frame. However, they have been included in x!mo~t s!l
zpplicstion

frames.

An obvious

extension

would

be to include

them in the frame model support by the ADE so the programmer
would uot have to specify them. Frames could be defined that
would make it easier to specify help frames and the help text
could be stored in the database which would make it easier to
manage and allow it to be used in several different contexts (e.g..
as on-line help or in manuals).

through code, t,hey can be modified more easily.
This section has shown how menu, query/update,
and
user-defined frames are defined in a “fili-in-the-form”
ADE.

Edit User-Defined Frame

4. Discussion

Name: Modu[eSummory

Creator:

Created:

Modified: 8 Jan 1985

5 Jan 1985

Larry

Form: BugCount

This section describes the savings that can he
achiever1 when using a “fill-in-the-form”
ADE. Fcllowing
that, future research dire&on3 are discussed.
Our experience with FADS and ABF indicat.es that
an application would require 10 to 20 times more lines of
code if it had hcen coded in a database/screen language or
a 4GL. This code compaction is due to several factors.
First, the frame model for specifying an application subsumes many lines of code that would have to he specified
for each frame in an application if it were coded in one of
the other languages.

Help

Figure

Call

Edit

13. Definition

FormEdit

Ingrea

End

frame for user-defined

frames.

the sprcification for one of the operations. The programmer cs,n edit, the specification or select another operation
name which causes the definition of that operation to be
displayed in the t.ext field. Commands are also provided
that allow the programmer to add or delete operations or
to change the name of an operation.
Operations are coded in OSL. OSL has constructs for
accessing t.he data in a form or in the database, for calling
other frames similar to the way procedures are called in a
programming language, and for specifying control-Ilow for
the application.
In addition, procedures coded in a convent.ional programming language can be called so that there is
a way t,o escape if OSL does not provide a required
construct. A more detailed description of t,he feat,ures of
OSL is given elsewhere [RTI84h].
As powerful as user-defined frames are, the goal of a
forms-based programming environment is to use them for
only a small percentage of t,he frames in an application.
The reason for this goal is that high-level frames require
less specification when t,hey are de&red and they allow the
programmer t,o develop his applications in larger “chunks.”
Conarqucntly, applications can be developed quicker and,
to the extent the programmer does not have to wade

Srcond, the high-lrvrl
t.ools substantial!y reduce t.he
amount of code the programmer must spcciYy to c!rfne
part of the application.
The high-level tool acts as J. program generator th:lL the programmer can paramet.crize to
meet the needs of his specific applicat,ion.
The frame
modrl simplifies the integration of this grneratcd code into
t,he application.
A third reason fewer lines of code are required ir that
database/screen languages and 4GL’s typically have th1.ye
names for a data value: 1) a name for the field in the form,
2) a name for the attribute in the relat.ion, and 3) a name
for a variable that the program manipulates.
Many lines
of code are used to copy these values between the database, the program, and t.he form. For example, to display
a database -,alue in a form field, two statements Are
required: one to copy the value from the database to the
program variable and one to copy it from the variable t.o
the form field. In cont,rast, in OSL each Geld in a form has
an implicitly defined variable wit,h the same name as the
field. Each time a value is assigned to this variable,
the
value is automatically
displayed to the user through the
form. To display a database value in a form field, the
attribut.c is assigned to the form field (i.e., the implicit
variable with the same name). Consequently, only one
statement is required rather than two. This saving may
not seem like much, but if you examine sample applications YOU will find that is saves many lines of code.
.4nother way to measure the productivity
improvrment achieved by a new programming language or system
is to quantify the time required to create an application.
Using ABF, the simple bug report application described
above can be defined in less than 30 minutes. It would
take a very sophisticated and experienced programmer t.o
produce this application
in the same t,ime with a
database/screen language or 4GL.
As we have gott.en more experience wit,h thrar syaterns it has become clear that there are m:my different

frame types the ADE
working
define

might

support.

We are currently

on a new system that will allow programmers
their

types).

own

frame

With this facility,

t.he frame

types

types

(i.e.,

for their

Other directions

int.erface

environment

without

hav-

found in a general purpose

language.

level tools for other
automation

or application.

gains made possible by a

programming

ing to give up the flexibility
programming

frame

could customize

environment

They would get the productivity
“fill-in-the-form”

user-defined

an organization

to

we are pursuing
application

are to define high-

domains,

such as oftice

[Pro85], and to take advantage
t*echnologies

of new user-

such as bit-mapped

display

and

mouse interfaces to improve the ADE.

5. Summary
This paper has described a new paradigm for developing interactive

database

applications.

The

paradigm

is

based on the idea of filling in forms to define an application.

Two systems have been implemented

and experience

with them shows this approach to application
to improve programmer

productivity

cations that are easier to maintain

development

and to produce appliand extend.
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